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How I got started in Engineering
I obtained my first amateur
Radio license in 1975 in
high school. This hobby was
very influential in my choice
of college major.

I obtained a first class radio
Telephone license from the
FCC In 1979.

My interest in engineering started in high school when I became an amateur radio
operator in 1975. I then went to South Dakota State University where I majored
in electrical engineering. After my junior year, I took a summer internship at EF
Johnson. They were developing 900 MHz cellular radio equipment. After 4 years
at SDSU, I took a scholarship to attend the University Of Wisconsin at Madison.
My research was in the area of microwave circuit design. I spent the summer of
1981 and 1982 working for Hewlett Packard in Spokane, WA and in Santa Rosa,
CA. After graduation, I decided to join HP full time. I joined the microwave test
And measurement division in Santa Rosa, CA. I intended to stay a few years on
The west coast and eventually return to the midwest. Thirty years later I am now
Department chair at California Polytechnic, a large engineering college in San
Luis Obispo, CA. It is located half way between the large metropolitan areas of
Los Angeles and San Francisco.

This is a picture of a broadband balun
(balanced to unbalanced converter)
that I developed during my master’s
thesis

1982 – 1983 at Hewlett Packard: GaAs IC design
I joined Hewlett Packard full time in Santa Rosa, CA in Feb. of 1983. My first responsibility was to develop a GaAs
integrated circuit for use in an electronic spectrum analyzer. This was a great introduction to s-parameter circuit
design, integrated circuit layout tools, and modeling of active and passive electrical components. This was the first
GaAs integrated circuit that went into a test instrument at HP.

GaAs
MESFET

I had to do extensive modeling
on these spiral inductors since there
were no existing models at HP.

The purpose of this GaAs integrated circuit was to amplify the output
Of a 3-7 GHz YIG tuned oscillator an to distribute the signal to the
Spectrum analyzer front end mixer and also to a phase locked loop
Phase detector to phase-lock the oscillator to a crystal oscillator in
order to reduce Local Oscillator phase noise. The IC was
eventually used an a wide range of spectrum analyzer front ends.

1983 – 1985: HP microwave
/millimeter wave test equipment
I worked on several mixers, amplifiers and filters
in the rf, microwave and mm-wave spectrum. This involved
thin-film circuit design, hybrid microelectronics and electronic
circuit board design. Many of these products are still in use
today. These circuits were used to extend the
frequency range of HP’s spectrum analyzers and
network analyzers.
Matching Networks

Intermediate
Frequency
(IF) Output

Directional Couplers

Input
p-i-n
Diode
attenuators

Local Oscillator Distribution amplifier covering
the 3 – 7 GHz frequency range. This is used
inside of a microwave spectrum analyzer.

Local
Oscillator
Input

Waveguide
Input

MM-wave mixer. There were several models
depending on the frequency range of interest
(26.5 to 110 GHz). My role on the project was to
Evaluate performance of the mixers as they were
Just entering early production. These mixers used
Special diode integrated circuits for the diode mixing
Element. These mixers were used to extend the frequency
Range of sectrum anlyzers into the millimeter wave spectrum
They are also used with vector network analyzers for
Millimeter wave network analysis. I still have some of the
early prototypes in my home electronics shop and at Cal Poly.

HP: 1986 - 1988

Custom RF
Wide band GaAs
Broadband
Custom 20 Ghz Bandwidth
Travelling wave
Rf chokes
Photodetector
Amplifier
integrated
Fabricated in Santa Rosa
Circuits fabricated in Santa Rosa

In 1986, I was part of the team that
established a fiber optic test and
measurement product line at HP. Fiber
optics was in its early days and there
was an opportunity to make many
advances in the field. My first
project in the area was to build a
100 kHz to 26 GHz optical to
electrical converter to work in
conjunction with network analyzers
and spectrum analyzers.

100 kHz to 26.5 GHz
GaAs IC amplifier stages

Optical Preamplifier Plug-in Module

This assembly houses
The lensing system and
Motor controlled optical atten.

HP 71400 Laser Modulation
and Noise Analyzer

Ph.D at the University of California- Santa Barbara – 1988-92
I enjoyed my first fiber optic experience so much that I decided to go back to graduate school and study
optoelectronic devices. I also wanted to get my Ph.D. so that I could have the opportunity to become a college
professor. I looked a my Universities and decided that UCSB had the strongest program in high
Frequency electronics and optoelectronics. My thesis advisor was Prof. John Bowers. I met Dr. Bowers while
He was collaborating with my division of Hewlett Packard. My work was on design, fabrication, test and simulation
of mode-locked semiconductor lasers. The title of my thesis was “Multi-Section Mode-Locked Semiconductor
Lasers”. This was a nice combination of high frequency electronic design and optoelectronic devices. My
contribution was to understand this new mode-locking technique using integrated Detector/absorbers. These are
useful for optical clocks with Return to Zero (RZ) modulation. I spend quite a bit of time studying the phase noise
and timing jitter performance of these optical oscillators. I also worked on phase lock loop control of these optical
pulse generators.

Modulator
Here is a Photonic
Integrated Circuit
that I developed
as part of my
Ph.D. research.

Here is a
detailed
look

This is a poster I made for an open
house that emphasized the compact
size, low jitter, and good performance of
the diode laser clock source.

Absorber

Amplifier

SEM of a mode-locked diode laser chip

This SEM photograph shows the layout of a multi-section
mode-locked semiconductor laser. One section
of the laser is for amplification, one section is for
current modulation and the third is biased to
become a saturable absorber.

1992- 1994 Optoelectronic Device Fabrication at HP
This instrument
heavily influenced
My early research
work at Cal Poly.
My research
Group eventually
developed a
swept frequency
version of this
Instrument that
Sweeps at
100,000 times
per second. A
New start up
company is
commercializing it.

The spectrum
Shows the
Emission peaks
Of LEDs at
1200 nm
1430 nm
1550 nm
And
1590 nm. All
Of the LEDs
Were custom
Fabricated at
HP Santa Rosa.

After completing my Ph.D. at UCSB, I returned to HP.
My responsibilities were to fabricate custom edgeemitting LEDs, photodetectors, and lasers for the fiber
optic instrumentation groups at HP. This involved an
interesting mix of clean-room work, modeling, and
test evaluation. I then went on to introduce the 83437A
LED box and improve the 8504B white light
interferometer with these LEDs. The team fabricated
LEDs from 1260 nm to 1650 nm so that all of the
communications bands could be covered.

HP 8504B Reflectometer
83437A
Ridge waveguide Cross Section
of LEDs and Lasers. I spent a
couple of years in a III-V device
fabrication facility. I worked on the
Etching process of these lasers using
A methane-hydrogen dry etch

Edge – Emitting LED Source

1992- 1994 Electronics Hobbyist Examples
I enjoy building things and
this is probably one of the
reasons I became
an engineer. I was
Interested in troposcatter
radio propagation so I built a
series of transverters so that
I could cover the
50 MHz, 144 MHz, 432
1 GHz Cavity Oscillator. I eventually
leveraged this design as a teaching tool at MHz, 905 MHz and
Cal Poly for Negative resistance oscillator 1296 MHz bands. I entered
several radio contact
design
contests to see how far
these signals could
propagate. With several
mountain top locations I was
able to make contacts into
Multistage RF Amplifier
Oregon,Nevada and
Southern California on 144
MHz tropo-scatter.

1296 MHz Transverter I also built a
20 element Quagi Antenna to go
with it. This is a modulator design
for easier trouble shooting.

50 MHz Transverter. It only
has 2 Watts of output power
but that is more than adequate
for contacts using E-layer
propagation.

Receiver Chain

HP 1995-1996 I worked on an instrumentation high speed
digital and analog laser for digital communications. We
offered Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing options

This was one of my first projects that involved program management. These transmitter instruments were
built at a contract design and manufacturing company. My role was to generate the product definition documents
and to then monitor progress as the instrument came together. I then performed all of the acceptance testing
and reliability testing for the prototypes that were delivered. Finally I went with the marketing group on the
New project introduction tour with customers.

HP 1997- 2000:
Optical Amplifier, Time domain, Modulator Test Systems
At this point in my career, I had to make a decision to become a high-level individual contributor or to become a
research and development project manager at HP. I decided to take the project management track. I became a
project manager for a large fiber optic test and measurement system that was being developed for Corning. This
was a $6 Million test system that was co-developed with Corning. We set up a virtual factory test floor and codeveloped the system with Corning Engineers and HP Engineers at the same site. We finished the entire softare
and hardware measurement system at HP before trucking it out to Corning, NY at the end of the project. I then
managed a 50 GHz optical modulator test system. This is used to test the frequency response of lasers,
photodetectors and optical modulators. The target market was 40 Gb/s test for transponders and transceivers. The
core contribution of the system is accurate Calibration. The calibration process required a cooperative relationship
with NIST in Boulder, Colorado to develop new calibration standards. One of the project team members left the
group to start a new company that specialized in test standard reference material. The entire communications
industry was in a growth phase and this made me consider where to take my career for the next phase

This is the virtual factory that we
had set up for Corning to test optical
Amplifiers. I was project manager for
the team.

50 GHz Modulator Test
System team. I was
project manager.

Fiber Optic Test and Measurement Book 1995- 1998
I led a group of 10 authors to write a book on fiber optic test and measurement techniques.
14,000 copies have been sold to date. The project took 2. 5 years to put together. I spend every Saturday
Morning and Sunday night on the project in addition to my normal work week.

My
Book

Here is an advertisement paid for by
Amazon.com listing the book as a
“standard”

1997 – Present OFC Short Course, UCLA Short Course, Patents
One of the outcomes of putting together the book was to be invited to give a short
course on fiber optic measuements at the optical fiber communications conference
each year.. The next conference is in March 2006 in Anaheim, CA.OFC is the
largest optical fiber communications event of the year.

I have 5 US patents

2000 – 2005 Cierra /Bookham start up company experience
I truly enjoyed my work at HP/Agilent but the communications industry was going through a period of
tremendous growth and I decided to join a start-up company in 2000. I joined the company 2 months after its
founding. I decided that I wanted to round out my engineering experience with a Sales and Marketing role.
I hired 3 marketing and sales staff over the next two years and we had a spectacular increase in sales. I led several
company off-site meetings were we put together our product development plans in for growing the company.
The telecommunications slump then hit us in 2001 and we had to down-size our operations and search for market
segments where we could sustain growth. We responded to the down turn in the economy by increasing
our telecom market share and by diversification into biotechnology and display industries. I was a key person in developing
New relationships in the biomedical imaging market segment. In the middle of 2003 we were acquired by a larger company
called Bookham. At this point in time, I realized that I needed to make a decision to continue on my industry track or to
follow up on my desire to become a University Professor. I interviewed with three Universities and ended up taking an
Assistant Professor position at California Polytechnic in San Luis Obispo, CA.

2000

2001

2002

2003

Feb. 2000 start
$60M Funding

AED III Growth Chambers

2004

Bookham Acquired Cierra,

Robot Test

XFP transceiver

California Polytechnic State University (2005 – Present)

My first class at Cal Poly:
EE 212 Circuits III

Graduate Studies: High-Speed
Graduate Studies: High Efficiency
Wavelength Tunable Lasers for Microwave Power Amplifiers, GaN
Biomedical imaging applications. device reliability.

New Book in 2008 !
Digital Communications
Test and Measurement.
(Prentice Hall)
During my years at Cierra and Booham
I gained expertise in test and measurement
Techniques for digital communications. I
Then decided to take on the project of
Putting together a multi-author book on the
Subject. This project took two and a half
Years and the book was published in 2008.
My main collaborator was Marcus Mueller
In Germany who is now with Test and Measurement
manufacturer Rhode and Schwartz.

Teaching Laboratory Development Efforts at Cal Poly.
I like using dead bug construction projects in my EE425 (filters),
EE456 (Digital Communications), EE452 (Advanced Analog) and
EE502 (RF/Microwave Design) Laboratories. In these labs, student are given a
project goal and they then need to put together a design. Dead bug
construction allows the project to be constructed quickly. Dead bug construction of circuits
works well in the 100s of MHz to several GHz frequency range. I also extensively use semi-rigid coax cables
and 50 ohm impedance monolithic amplifier chips as building blocks.

Here is a rf
downcoverter
Chain including
Local Oscillator,
Mixer, filter and
IF amplifier.

Here is a 25-30 MHz
Lumped element passive
Bandpass filter. The students
test the performance on
vector network analyzers.

This is a DC to 100 MHz electrical spectrum
Analyzer built by a student in EE452. The instrument
Is built and tested in segments and then connected
Together to make the entire spectrum analyzer.

Graduate Student/Research Summary - Professor Derickson
Student

Topic

Grad

Sponsor

Student

Thesis Topic/Title

Sponsor

Andrew
Dekelaita

Optical Vector Network
Analysis – Open Loop tuning
of tunable lasers
LIDAR – high speed
characterization
MM-wave signal generator
using high speed tunable laser
LIDAR – FM/CW modulation
techniques and single chip
tunable lasers
Path simulator for surface to
orbiter communication.
Signal integrity research for
disk drive head tester

Fall 07

Cal Faculty
Support
Grant
C3RP

Defense
Date

Marc Borja

GaN Power amplifier for
IMS
GaN transistor reliability
study with Naval Post
Graduate School

Summer
2012
Summer
2012

EE Project Fund

Matt Bloom

GaN transistor reliability
study with Naval Post
Graduate School

June 2011

Derickson Project
52258 and NPS

Bobby
Pheng

3D electromagnetic
simulator for
undergraduate electrical
engineers
Noise characterization of
an SGDBR-based OCT
system
High Speed SGDBR laser
drivers for OCT sytsmes

June 2012

EE Project Fund

March
2012

Derickson Project
52258

Fall 2012

Derickson Project
52258

High Power GaN amplifier
design for the International
Microwave Symposium
contest
Inexpensive Spectrum
Analyzer Design for the
Electronic Hobbyist
New tansmit/receiver
board for the PolySat
Program

Fall 2012

EE Project Fund

Fall 2012

EE Project Fund

Fall 2012

PolySat Program

Michael
Masuda

1/f noise characterization
of GaN on Si HEMTs

Spring
2013

Project 61141

Desmond
Talkington

1300nm SGDBR laser
characterization

Spring
2013

Project 61141

Ben Maher
Mike
Bernacil
Shane
O’Connor
Kyle
Woolrich
Mike Biller
James
Watt

Ivan Bland
Andrew
Huard

Brandon
George

John Abel
Chris
Chiccone
Kai Tsang

A Highly Abstracted
Method of FPGA-Based
Development for SSR
Transpond Detection
Characterization of Poly Sat
Receiver Sensitivity
Silicon Photonics: High
Power Generation from a
Silicon Waveguide
Photodetector
Tunable Laser Wavelength
Concatenation using
SGDBRs

Fall 07
Spring
08
Spring
08

C3RP

Spring
08
Spring
08

JPL/Liddicoa
t Grant
Headway
Technology

C3RP

Summ
er
2009

Via-Sat PBLI Grant

June
2010
June
2010

Poly Sat Program at
Cal Poly
UC-Santa Barbara

Ryan White

David
Gilbert
Manuel
Velasco
Ruby Singh

Dece
mber
2009

PolySat: Motion Dampening
Mission
OCT Systems Utilizing
Sampled Grating Distributed
Bragg Reflector lasers
High Power 1 GHz amplifier
for the International
Microwave Symposium

Global Test in
Littleton, Colorado

June
2011
June
2011

PolySat

Aug
2010

Derickson

Derickson/
Global Test

Marc
Tapalla
Austin
Williams

Derickson Project
52258 and NPS

Kai Tsang MSEE 2010
Kai Tsang
Staff studying
Test results

Here is Kai Tsang at the
IEEE International
Microwave Symposium
holding a certificate for
having the 2nd Highest
efficiency Power Amplifier
at the 2010 Student
Power Amplifier Design
contest. There were 30
entries from around the
world. The amplifiers
Need to put out at least
10 Watts. Measurements
Of Power added efficiency
are made for each entrant.

Here is a listing of the
amplifier design contest
results. Most of the designs
Were done between 1 and
3 GHz. GaN transistors in
a Class F configuration
were most the most popular
design.

Kai Tsang: Lab Pictures
Power
meter

Spectrum
Analyzer

source

splitter

attenuator
amplifier
Laboratory Test Station

GaN HEMT Transistor
Picture of the Class F Power Amplifier at 1 GHz

Marc Tapalla MSEE June 2011

This is an rf
hardware prototype
without the microprocessor

Marc Tapalla is working on an
Inexpensive spectrum analyzer that
Is easy to build. The target market is
the electronics hobbyist. The goal is
to have a USB interface and computer
for the display. The Spectrum Analyzer
will use a direct digital synthesizer
Local Oscillator and an analog first IF
filter. The remainder of the filtering will
all be done using digital signal processing.
The goal is to have a 300 MHz spectrum
analyzer for less than $100 with medium
performance. The goal is to have a
circuit board available for anyone to use
and build at home. We hope to publish
a design article in QST.

Chris Chiccone MSEE 2011
Chris Chiccone is working on building a prototype Optical
Coherence Tomogaphy system using single-chip SGDBR
tunable lasers. The goal is to demonstrate very high
repetition rate measurements with high dynamic range
measurement capability. Chris now works for National Instruments
In the RF test and measurement group.

Chirag Patel MSEE 2011
Chirag Patel is working with project sponsor Boston Scientific
on neurostimulator design variations. The ideas is to make
Neurostimulators that can work in while taking an MRI. The large
AC and DC magnetic fields in MRIs can cause signal pick up and
Heating in the neurostimulators. Chirag now works for Boston Scientific
In Valencia, CA.

“Poly Sat” Masters Students: These students
design and build small research satellites.
Ivan Bland
Austin Williams
MSEE Winter 2010
MSEE 2013 (Anticipated)
He just co-founded a
Company called Tyvek
That makes commercial
Subsystems for cube
Sats.

Graduate Exhibition 2010

emc enclosure
This photograph shows the basic
Mechanical frame of a “cube sat”
satellite with the solar panels removed
Ivan Bland finished work on improving
The sensitivity of the satellite
Communication systems. A small
emc enclosure was build to evaluate
Ivan’s design changes.
Austin Williams is doing a new TX and
RX chain for the satellite to improve
Data speed and link loss budget.

Ivan Bland Lab Photograph

Here Ivan Bland is preparing to test the receiver sensitivity of
His latest receiver design for the poly sat. The satellite is inside
The copper box. The box is used to shield the receiver from
Stray rf signal pick up. Very small signals are used to test the
sensitivity of the system.

Andrew Huard MSEE June 2010
This project involved collaboration with the
University of California at Santa Barbara. UCSB
Fabricated the devices and Cal Poly characterized
Their performance. The objective was to make
High power and high speed photodetectors. We
Were able to demonstrate an electrical output
Power of 200 mW. The results were presented
At the IEEE Photonics Society annual meeting.
Andrew now works for Raytheon in the Electro
Magnetic Compatibility laboratory.

Professor
Derickson

Andrew
Huard

Andrew
Huard shows
a poster at the
graduate
exhibition in
May 2010

Andrew Huard: Laboratory Photograph
High Power SiGe/Si Waveguide Photodetector

A home-built Bias-Tee to
Present a high impedance
during testing

Sketch of the photodiode
Cross section

This research was done in collaboration with UC-Santa Barbara

James Watt: MSEE 2009
Robert Oxsen

Wesley
Lilliental

James Watt

Here is a picture of James Watt (MSEE) and His senior project Companions
Showing their FPGA-based design for generating and
Receiving IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) signals. Via Sat
In San Diego, CA sponsored this research. This photograph was
shown at the 2009 student project exhibition. The FPGA
Approach was used so that IFF signal formats could be easily
Adapted to new formats. The design was implemented in
FPGA hardware for fast response.

Brandon George MSEE 2009: Lab System Photographs
Brandon George’s research involved producing high
Repetition rate frequency ramps for optical coherence
Tomography and for LIDAR systems

C-Band
SGDBR
Laser
1525-1570 nm
SGDBR Driver

L-Band
SGDBR
Laser
1560-1610 nm
SGDBR Driver

1525-1570 nm
SGDBR ARBs

1560-1610 nm
SGDBR ARBs

Mike Bernacil:
MSEE 2009

Shane OConnor:
MSEE2 009
Here Mike Bernacil
And Shane O’Connor
Are taking a break
In the lab for a
photograph

Mike Bernacil at his May 2009
thesis defense with Professor
Derickson shaking his hand.

Shane O’Connor after his
June 2009 thesis defense. He
won the outstanding thesis
Award for all of Cal Poly.

This pictures above and below show Mike Bernacil laboratory
set-ups. Mike demonstrated an optoelectronic method of signal generation using
Self-homodyning of a sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector laser.
His work led to the publication of a paper at the international Microwave
Symposium in Atlanta, Georgia.

Shane Oconnor was able to demonstrate very high speed wavelength
Ramps from a sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector laser. Shane’s
Work has lead to three publications. There is also a company that has
Developed a commercial product based on this research.
Shane O’Connor’s laboratory
Configuration. Shane spent a
Considerable time mapping out the
Wavelength as a function of current
For the SGDBR laser.

Here Shane
Is preparing
to assemble
a sub-system
for his test
apparatus.

Ben Maher: MSEE February 2009

Chip Laser

GRIN lens
Ben Maher took SGDBR laser chips
And bonded them to a SiC Carrier.
He then designed a Alumni Thin film
Circuit to bring high speed RF signals
To the diode. He then tested the AM
And FM modulation bandwidths of the
Device.

Ben Maher: sampled grating distributed Bragg
Reflector (SGDBR Laser Diagram)

This is a top and side view diagram of the single chip tunable
Laser used in Ben Maher’s research.

Mike Biller: MSEE 2008

This photo shows Mike Biller (MS student) and Lou Shrinkle (project sponsor)
Shaking hands after Mike Biller finished his thesis defense. Mike’s task
Was to design circuitry that would allow higher bandwidth testing of
Disk drive heads for headway technology. Lou Shrinkle will be incorporating
Mike Biller’s design into the next generation disk drive testers that are being
Built to be shipped to China (manufacturing site)

Mike Biller: laboratory photograph
Here Mike is holding
up the original design
that has insufficient
rf bandwidth.

Mike designed
Several rf test
structures to
verify that an
rf bandwidth of
2 GHz could be
achieved for the
new design.

Kyle Woolrich: MSEE 2008

Kyle Woolrich had his thesis defense of May 2008. The purpose
Of the project is to create a channel simulator that could simulate
Doppler shift, delay and loss of a satellite link. The project sponsor was
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA..

Here is a picture of the
link simulator in the
middle of the system
design and construction.

Kyle Woolrich: Laboratory Photographs

This photograph shows Kyle Woolrich working in the
Laboratory on 70 MHz downconverter and upconverter circuitry.

This photograph shows Kyle Woolrich and Project Partner Arvin Faruque working
On the channel simulator for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

This work was done in collaboration with Professor Liddicoat
At Cal Poly

Andrew Dekelaita MSEE 2007
Andrew was investigating the tuning characteristics of these single
Chip tunable lasers. We sorted through stable and unstable bias points
With the goal of providing a continuous ramp across the 1520-1530 nm
Frequency range. A simple system to measure the optical impulse
Response of a length of cable was then demonstrated.

Andrew
Dekelaita
Here is a picture
of Andrew in
the laboratory.

EE Dept. Chair and
Graduate Coordinator activities
1. Focus on Student Success and Student Opportunities.
Create a “home away from home” Atmosphere for students.

2. Work with Industrial Partners to Enhance Our Students’
Experience at Cal Poly.
3. Maintain Communications with Our Alumni and
Advocate Groups.
4. Graduate Program: Continue Strong Support in Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Establishment of the Department Project Exhibition in 2009

All participants photos are
on our walls. This shows
the importance to our youger
students and provides a
reason for Alumni to return

Prior to 2008, students would complete their senior project and the finale would be to hand in a report to
his/her advisor. I established the senior project exhibition to showcase work to other students/ faculty and
the public. The department had never done this in the past. The project exhibition is now a mandatory
part of the senior project. All senior project students get their photo taken to be displayed in a poster on
our department walls. Project sponsors are now also separately identified and thanked.

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Establishment of the College of Engineering Project Exhibition in 2012

Leveraging the success of the EE senior project exhibition, I organized the first All College of Engineering
Senior Project Exhibition in June of 2012. This will become an annual event. My vision is to utilize this
event as a spring board event for project interaction with industrial sponsors for all departments.

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Establishment of the Department Project Fund
The Electrical Engineering (EE), and Computer Engineering (CPE)
Unrestricted Senior Project Fund (Open to All Faculty and Students).
Each year 200-300 EE and CPE students work on senior projects over the Fall
to Spring Quarter.
At the end of each academic Project they present their work at out annual
college of engineering
project exhibition in June. Here is a categorization of senior projects.
a. Senior Projects where the ideas and funding come from the students.
(55% of projects)
b. Senior Project s where the ideas and funding come from industrial
sponsors. (20%)
c. Senior Projects where the ideas and funding come from professor’s
sponsored projects (15%)
d. Senior Projects where the ideas come from Professors but no funding
sources are available. (10%)
This senior project fund is for Industrial Sponsors to sustain the EE/CPE
senor project fund to serve students in categories a and d above.

I established the project fund in 2010. In the first
Year I solicited $10,000 in unrestricted funding. In
2012-2013, the department will receive $30,000 in
unrestricted project funding for students as a result
of this initiative. Establishment of this fund was a
result of giving our Advisory Boards a clear
actionable goal . In spring of 2014 the fund has a
$50k balance primarily from industrial donations.
NEW In 2014; the Al Paolucci family donated $400,000 to
this fund to provide annual income to the department
for project sponsorship

Fund
Raising Flyer\
From EE Connections Newsletter

Note that this unrestricted project fund is in addition to
project funding where a particular project is
funded by a company (many $100k per year).

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Robotics Funding for Freshman Year / Robotics Competition
One of our Department Visions
Is to engage our incoming
Students very early on in the
Curriculum. The group came
Up with a plan to use robotics
With our incoming freshman
As a first quarter experience
To learn about problems solving
And learning a programming
Language.

College of Engineering honored Alumnus
Ron Smith (Northrop Grumman) supervising
the robot competition at Open House.

Spectators are watching the robot move
The soda cans off of the playing course
within the two minute time lime.

I found a funding
Sponsor, ViaSat, to set up a
Freshman robotics competition
along with laboratory course
work. Total funding from
The sponsor was $45,000.
We have finished our second
years using these robots. ViaSat
Gets visibility with the students
And special presentation
Opportunities in exchange for
Project sponsorship. It is
Important that both sides get
Benefits for deals like this to
Work. I am presently
working with other collaborators
and submitted an NSF STEP
program for expanded freshman
Activities to enhance retention
(Dec 2012)

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Establish Summer Outreach Camp for grades 7-12

2012 IEEE summer camp
from June 18-June 22, 2012. The camp
Is now in its third year. We plan on expanding
In 2013.

Activity in the Camp’s game room. We try to maintain a balance
of science, fun and outdoor activities.

I worked with our IEEE student branch club to establish a summer outreach camp
for grades 7-11. This camp finished it’s second year and the leader for the 2013
camp has already been chosen. We hope to add a biomedical engineering camp
week In the summer of 2013. The department had no regular outreach program
before this. I also used this as an Opportunity to outreach to 4H students who might
be interested in engineering. This camp supervisory team is primarily made up of
Electrical and Computer Engineering Freshmen students. This gives them an
opportunity to add to their resume since Freshmen have fewer internship
opportunities.

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Outreach Events Utlizing our new 250 Scribbler Robots

Teaching the graphical
programming environment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Students making their first
Computer programs

Their first goal is to navigate
Through a maze.

IEEE Summer Engineering Camp (2011-2013)
Society of Women Engineers EPIC summer camp (2011-2013)
Build an Engineer Day (2011-2013)
4-H Engineering Project Day Camp (2011-2013)
Girls Scout Day at Cal Poly. (2012-2013)
Industrial Engineering Day Camp. (2012-2013)
Cal Poly Open House Electrical and Computer Extravaganza (2011-2013)

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Reinvigorate EE Department Industrial Advisory Board

I have executed a major turn-over and expansiion in the Department Advisory board membership.
Clear expectations of advocacy for the department were clearly established together. Our major goal for
next year is expansion of the senior project fund and preparation for our next Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET) visit in 2014.

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Twice per Year Newsletters Pattern - Sent out to Alumni

I have established department processes so that department newsletters are
Issued on a twice per year basis. They are sent to Alumni and a clear message
Is given to potential Alumni Donors on our department priorities.

This is a flyer that is going out with the
Spring 2012 EE Connections newsletter. It
Summarizes activities that Alumni can participate
In. It also solicits funding for the department.
This event is designed to showcase
Present students and clubs work. It
Also functions as a Junior High/Senior
High outreach event. I facilitated this event during
my first year as EE chair and it is now selfsustaining.
This is our first EE Alumni Event. I worked
With our industrial advisory board members
As a relationship building and fundraising
Opportunity with our Silcon Valley Alumni.

I created this event 3 years ago as an
Industrial affiliates program in the power and
Energy sector.
We have this as a culminating event for the
Year with students faculty, friends, Alumni,
Parents in attendance. The event is sponsored
By industry. We should have about 400 people
In attendance this year.

NEW: DEPARTMENT ALUMNI GATHERINGS
I worked with our industrial advisory board to establish annual Electrical
Engineering and Computer Engineering Alumni events in Southern California
and Northern California. The above picture is of the group that met at the
Texas Instruments conference center in Santa Clara, CA on March 21, 2014.
This was the second silicon valley event in for the two departments. We also
had our first Alumni event in San Diego on Jan 16, 2014. The driving force
behind these events is to keep affiliations strong between our large Alumni
base and the engineering college at Cal Poly. The event has been very
also been very effective in lead generation for the University advancement
(external fundraising) organization. Another result of this Alumni gathering is
that we are now establishing an annual 50 year reunion event in conjunction
with our Annual banquet.

Equipment Donation Efforts
I have led our department in soliciting equipment donations to our department laboratories. Here are example efforts:

Equipment Description

Company

Value

Spectrum Analyzers, Vector Network
Analyzers (2013)

Anritsu Morgan Hill, CA

100k$

Spectrum Analyzers, Vector Network
Analyzers, Logic Analyzers (2012)

HP Santa Clara, CA

500k$

Oscilloscopes, Baseband Signal
Generator (2013)
Optical Bench, Optical Accessories
(2010)

Agilent Technologies
Raytheon

120k$
80k$

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Managing Department through Declining Budget Times while still
Maintaining Department Momentum

This document
gives the
problem statement
and solution
strategy for our
department

Cal Poly, like many Universities, faces declining state support. My basic strategy has been to meet student demand
by enhancing our graduate program and using more graduate teaching associates in our undergraduate lab teaching
staff. I have been working on making our graduate teaching associates as effective as they can be.

Accomplishments as Electrical Engineering Chair:
Improving Organizational Culture
1. Established Department Yearly Goal Setting/ Goal Monitoring Activities
- Set goals in Spring Quarter Each Year
- Kick off actionable (even if modest) actions for each goal
- Monitor progress (Every faculty member knows the goals and progress)
2. Improved Chair communication/accessibility to students.
- Establishment of weekly newsletter to students/faculty/advisor board
- Participation in bowling/paintball/football club activities with students
- Attend weekly meetings for students
- Management by walking around the department and meeting students
outside of the classroom setting.
3. Invigorated Department/Club relationships
- Attend weekly meetings
- Establishing open house extravaganza in basketball Gymnasium
- Fund Raising for Clubs
4. Established Healthy Office Staff /Support Staff Relationships
- Regular Weekly Staff Meetings (sounds obvious but hadn’t been done)
- Appreciation Events

Spring 2012 Planning Process Result: Electrical Engineering Strategic Framework
Vision: Learn by Doing – Lead with Innovation
The EE Department will evolve its contribution to higher education; advancing Learn by Doing with innovation and
collaboration

Strategic Direction: Promote positive change within budgetary constraints
Objectives
-Excel in the
Electrical
Engineering
Profession
-Embrace Life-Long
Learning
-Students Prepared
to Pursue Graduate
Degrees for
enhanced skills and
opportunities

Key Principles
1. Student Success
2. Learn by Doing

Key Focus Items for : 2012-2013
Department Major Goals
1. Accomplish student mission with
anticipated budget of $3.4M. Be mindful
of quality while meeting demand.
Continue short range solutions and long
term planning. What size do we want to
be (17)
2. ABET Preparation for Fall 2014 (16)

Curriculum
1.Add more technical electives, remove
low priority courses (17)
2.Reduce the long prerequisite chain. 16

3. Have each TAC identify 1 major goal
4. Shrink required core of classes (6)

3. Improve training and teaching skills for
our graduate teaching associates. (14)

5. Make project collaboration easy to do

4. Hire new faculty. (12)
5. Share Best Practices (11)
6. Senior Project Improvement (10)

6. Meet with teaching service providers
(Math Physics, IME etc. ) to improve
fresh/sophomore experience. (5)

7. Collaboration inside and between
departments (10)
8. Communication skills between faculty
(7) Increase SCU generation and the
9.
SCU/WTU ratio (6)
10. 2/Bench across all labs (4)
11. Faculty / Student meeting places and
improve look of t 20A lobby (4)
12. Teach Sustainability (3), Change faster
(1) new logo (2), Instructional reform (1)

ABET 2014 Projects
1.Improve student retention
of concepts as measured on Jr.
and Sr. Examinations
2.Senior Project Improvement
3.Reduce variability in EE
faculty teaching effectiveness
4.Enhance multidisciplinary
assignments and
Opportunities
5.Improve Advising

IAB Goals

7. Enable more study abroad
opportunities for EE students/faculty (4)

1.Support Senior Project Fund and
Capital Equipment Needs (need list)

8. Teach computer programming with a
hardware perspective. (3)
9. Make teaching more uniform between
sections of the same course (3)

2. Issue opinion on use of
additional Graduate Teaching
Associates in laboratories
3. Support ABET 2014 activities

4H Science Engineering and
Technology (SET) 2010
• I was a 4H member as a teenager. I had projects in
electronics, optics, gardening, animals etc.
• I serve on the San Luis Obispo County 4H Science,
Engineering and Technology (SET) Council.
• I put together several SET events each year for
Junior High and High School Students
• Coming Next: 4H SET day camp at
Cal Poly June 2013!
- This set of photographs show some of
Last year’s activities that Professor Derickson
coordinated.

4H Science Engineering and Technology (SET) “Rocket Day” Event:
I organized a County-Wide event were a group of 50 kids and
parents learned about rockets, built a rocket and launched their
Rockets on the same day if Feb. 2010 at my house in Atascadero.

The 4H group has finished constructing the rockets
and launch time is here.

Science Engineering and Technology (SET) event at the
May 2010 4H Camp.

Dagmar
(My
Daughter)

I cut up 1000 one foot long sticks and we distributed them to the
35 4H campers. They then had to built a catapult using the sticks
and electrical tape. The students then launched eggs and tried
to see how far they could be launched. The entire exercise lasted
two hours.

4H Science Engineering and Technology (SET) build a wind
Turbine event at my house. We built a 3-phase wind turbine
From wire, bolts, and magnets.

March 27, 2010
2:30-5:30 p.m.
Come explore the POWER of the Wind
and learn how to capture it for fun and work.
Join us Saturday, March 27, 2010, and build a wind turbine to
take home! As you build your wind turbine learn about the design first-hand and
discover ways to observe and harness wind. From pin wheels to making electricity you’ll
learn “fun facts” to share with friends. And…enter your completed wind turbine at 4-H
Field Day as a science entry!!





The cost of the turbine kit is $30, and will be collected at the event. This 3-phase
wind turbine design is found at www.windstuffnow.com. This kit is capable of
generating enough power to charge small batteries. You are welcome to bring
other wind turbine designs to the event should you not want to purchase the $30
kit we will be using.
All ages are welcome, however, members 13 years old and younger must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.
Pre-registration is required for those that are purchasing the $30 three phase wind
turbine kit since they will be ordered in advance.

Cost of the Event:
$30 (cost of the wind turbine kit, which you keep)
RSVP:Required by March 19, 2010 for those that are purchasing the $30 kit
.
Call the 4-H office at 781-5943 or email chansen@co.slo.ca.us
Date/Time:
Saturday, March 27, 2010 from 2:30-5:30pm
Location:
8735 San Rafael Road, Atascadero
Questions:
Dennis Derickson at ddericks@calpoly.edu or the 4-H office at
781-5943.

We hope to see you there!

2009 4H Field Day Science Engineering and Technology
Design Exercises: Make a bridge that spans 2 feet out of
Sticks and string. Saturday, June 12, 2009

4H Science Engineering and Technology Design Exercise
At the Paso Robles Event Center June 2009

Dennis Derickson at the final bridge design evaluation.

Here is an article from the 4H newsletter
talking about the Science, Engineering
and Technology (SET) program I have
put together in the county. I have been
doing this program for many years. This
year I have introduced an Arduino
microcontroller activity in addition to
the rockets and robot educational events.

